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carried out in Prance In the case of the twin solid tyres, the area
of contact with the road, when under load, is shown by the shaded
area equal to 16*12 sq. in. for each tyre; this area is by no means
under an equal intensity of pressure—assuming, of course, smooth
rolling conditions—and at points marked (a) the pressure will be
practically zero. The maximum intensity of pressure will occur at
(b)—i.e in the centre of the area—and from this point it will decrease
to a greater or lesser extent in different directions towards the edge.
The area of contact of one pneumatic tyre under similar loading
W is 37*82 in., and the area covered, but not touching, owing to non-
skid marks is 7*75 sq. in. In this case the intensity of pressure over
the shaded area is practically uniform, since this is transmitted and
distributed by the air pressure itself.
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fig 157.—compabison of spring deflection t. static load.
Assuming a maximum intensity of pressure, P, in the solid tyre
2W
equal to twice the average, the value becomes P = ^r^ and for
W
the pneumatic tyre P = 5=^; roughly ar proportion of 4| to 1.
It is not difficult, therefore, to realize the great benefit to road
surfaces obtained by the use of pneumatic in place of solid tyres*
The Springing of Vehicles,
This problem has received great consideration in recent years and
the impact of the best sprung cars has been reduced to a minimum
by,well designed springing.
Eg. 157 shows a comparison of deflection, in inches against static
load in ions, on four different springs, and indicates that generally
the ratio may be showa by a straight-line curve.

